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Both sides features one pair of internal dip switches, which are accessible by unscrewing the lid.  
There is one pair of dip switches for extending the low frequency response in the overdrive gain stage and one in the clean signal path.  
At low gain settings, only the clean lows boost is audible. With gain settings above 12 o'clock the gain stage lows boost kicks in. 
You will find charts with details about the dip switch positions below. 

SIDE A - LOWS -  Switch 1-2  
Extends low frequency response

SWITCH 

1 2 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF DEFAULT

ON OFF OVERDRIVE LOWS

OFF ON CLEAN LOWS

ON ON BOTH

Ratio - switch 
Sets the gain range of the Gain knob.

POSITION UP DOWN

RATIO STANDARD LOW GAIN

Knobs: 

- Gain: Controls the amount of gain. 
- Tone: Controls the overall tone. 
- Volume: Controls the output volume, 

We want to thank you for purchasing your Wingman Overdrive. 

Introducing Wingman, our new dual overdrive pedal. Featuring two identical overdrives based on the mythical K-style circuit, each channel of 
the Wingman can be used independently or together to create the ultimate boost and medium gain overdrive with loads of headroom and 
output on tap. 

Our inspiration for this pedal came from demand from fans of our No.1 overdrive requesting a dual version of that pedal. They loved how 
very versatile the pedal is, as either a clean boost or as a mid pushed medium gain overdrive. It made sense to offer it in a dual version 
allowing the full potential of the circuit to shine through. Wingman is a military aviation term of “the plane flying beside and slightly behind 
the lead plane in an aircraft formation”. This is how we came to the name of Wingman, as the two circuits can be used separately or 
stacked together. 

The Wingman overdrive is divided into a side A (left) and a side B (right), separated by an order toggle switch in the middle which flips the 
internal order of the effects and hence the signal path from guitar to amp. 
With the order switch in down position the effect order is A -> B and in up position the order is B -> A.

POWER: 

The Wingman requires a regulated 9-volt DC power supply, with standard 2.1mm jack, tip negative polarity.  

The max power consumption of the Wingman is 100mA (+9VDC). If operated with a power supply with insufficient current 
capabilities, it will affect the performance. So make sure your +9V-DC power supply is capable of delivering 100mA. We highly 

recommend you to use a quality power supply with isolated outputs.  

SIDE B - LOWS -  Switch 3-4  
Extends low frequency response

SWITCH 

3 4 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF DEFAULT

ON OFF OVERDRIVE LOWS

OFF ON CLEAN LOWS

ON ON BOTH
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